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PREFACE 
!'. -------

This is the final report under Con tract Nonr 710 (21) sponsored by 

the David Taylor Model Basin, United States Departmentof the Navy. The con

tract was effective January 1, 1957, and terminated on September .30, 1960. 
The general contract called for a literature search and experimental and an

alytiostudies on themechanics and limitations of conveying air .. water mixtures 

through closed oonduits~ An earlier teohnical report* describing the results 

of research on flow through straight horizontal tubes has previously been 

issued. Since the issuance of that report, effort has been concentrated on 

experimental measurement and analysis of flow through certain pipe fittings 

and through manifolds; the manifold experiments were severely limited,however, 

by time and by river flow conditions on which the experimental apparatus de

pended. 

The entire program was under the general direction of Dr. Lorenz G. 

Straub$> Di,recw.rof the St. Anthony Falls }{vdraulio Laboratol'Y1l and under the 

direct supervision of the author. The layout of the work and analysis was in 

the hands of Walter James and Robert L •. Gordier$l at different times, and only 

their una:vailabUityat the time of preparation of this report prevented them 

from partioipating.in its. authorship. The assistance of Hsing Chuang and Gutti 

Stibba Rao in taking and reducing the data is gratefully acknowledged. 

7~ James il W. ~ and Silberman.9 E., !!o-Phase Flow Studies in Horizontal 
Pipes with Special Reference to Bubbly Mixtures, St. Anthony Falls H;ydraUlic 
Laboratory Technioal Paper No. 26.B, September 1958. 
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AIR-WATER MIXTURE FLOW THROUGH ----- ------- ---- -------
Q ~ IE! .Q !! §., ~ ~ ~ 12 e, ! !! 12 Q.'£ !U2 S! ! .'£ .'£ ! li Q £. 

IN A HORIZONTAL PIPE 
---,....--~~-- ~---

1. INTRODUOTION 

In planning piping systems for flow of gas-liquid mixtures, it is 

necessary to know something about the pressure and the pressure ohanges along 

the line. The pressure changesmay be considered partly frictional and part

ly nonfrictiona.l. Both of these mechanisms are active in mixture,flows in 

straight, lIDiform pipes, and in fittings with gradual changes in cross se ction 

~nd/or alignment such as diffusers and bends. In fittings with abrupt changes 

in cross section, such as orifices, frictional losses are relatively small 

and pressure changes are largely the result of changes in kinetic energy and 

momentum. Furthermore, the flow pattern (that is, whether the flow be hubble, 

plug, annular, etc.) is dependent on the local pressure, other factors being 
• 

const.ant, and it may be desirable to mow something about the flQ.w pattern 

for use in heat transfer calculations, for example, and even for use in cal

culations for pressure drop in some fittings. 

In a' previous report [ll~~ an analysis of flow in straight, uniform 

pipes was presented. In this report, the flow in fittings is lIDder study. 

Orifices, sudden contractions, and sudden expansions have been selected as 

typical of those fittings where pressure changes are largely nonfrictional, 

while a bend has been selected as a fitting typical of the case where both 

frictional and nonfrictional effects may produce pressure changes. Hopefully, 

methods developed for oomputing pressure ohanges for these typical fittings 

will be extendable to oth3r fittings if the analysis proceeds on a rational 

basis. In both the previous report and this one, interest is focused on the 

region of relatiVBly small air flow rate compared to the water flow rate so 
\ 

that the flow patterns are largely bubble, plug, slug, or separated. 

In addition to the fitting flow studies, some time has been devoted 

to stUdies of the discharge of air-water mixtures into a moving stream. This 

'W'ork is not closely tied into the other work described in this report and is 

therefore covered separately in Appendix B. 

~~Numbers in brackets refer to the List of References on p. 26. 
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Very little literature on gas-liquid mixture flow through fittings 

existed at the. time this study was first undertaken. However$ since it has 

been under way, some useful papers have appeared. Two reports from the Ar

gonne National Laboratory [2,9 3) deal with air-water inixture flows through 

sudden contractions and expansions in small rectangular pipes, and these, in 

turn, refer to a few other studies. The Argonne Laboratory studies are par

ticularlyusef-tiL because experimental measl1rements of the per centof the cross 

section occupied by air~both upstream and downstream of the change in cross 

section, were made. Pressure measurements made in the Argonne studies are 

not quite so useful because correlations are largely empirical and downstream 

measurements were not made close enough to the change in cross section. 

Perhaps the moxt recentpaper on mixture flows through orifices was 

written by Chisholm and appeared in 1958 [4J. This also contains references 

tQa few earlier papers. Again, the correlations developedal'e largelyempir

ical, although they appear to correlate existing data well forhigh gas ratios. 

No references to mixtUl'e flows in bends have been found .. 

As has already been stated,g the goal of the present research was an 

attempt to analyse m1xt,ure flows in fi tt,ings on a somE?what more rational basis 

than had previously been attempted so that the method of analysis would be 

extendable to other cases~ ACcol'dingly, in the first section,g following, a 

preliminary one-dimensional analysis of the flow in fittings is presented. 

In the following seotion pertinent experimental data are presented and ana

lysed.. It will be seen that t.he goal has been only partially realized. 

ILPHELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

Nomenclature is consistentwith that l1sedin the previous report IlJ 
and is summarized in Appendix A,g as well as being defined where first intro

duced. Analysis is based on one~dimensional flow 0 Since the present research. 

is biased toward larger liquid flows than gas flows, the analysis begins with 

a review of single=phase liquid flow and then proceeds to the two-phase flow. 

Ao Abrupt Change in Cross Section 

Figure lis a defini-tion sketch. Sections 1 and3 have been selected 

far enough upstream and downstreamJl resps ct.i vely, of the change in cross sa c

tion that the flow is uniform and fully de'veloped" Section 2 is located at 



the vena contracta of the orifice or contraction,and on the extension of the 

upstream pipe of the expansion. 'In the latter case A2 = At-' but otherwise 

AZ' which is unlmownin advance of experiments, is less than At' The pres ... 

sure at a point is designated by p, the weight rate of flow by G, weight 

per unit volume by W" and mass density by p(W'" pg). For mixture .i'lows 

subscript L denotes theUquid component and subscript G the gas component 

while the absence of' either of these denotes the mixture as a whole. Sub

script 0 applied to pressure, or p;r6ssuredrop terms refers to single-phase 

liquid flow. 

1. Single-Phase Liquid Flow 

Assuming frictionless flow petween sections 1 and 2" the Bernoulli 

equation may be applied: 

(1) 

where A = A2/Al ~ l~ 

In writing this equationthe Ilbange :in di,stribution of kinetic energy between 

the two sections has been neglected.' ,Equation (1) may be sol wd for the flow 

ra te to yield 

(lA) 

In the case of an orifice or contraction, Eq. (lA) is frequently used to cal- , 

culate discharge from measured pressure drop. 

The preSsure rise between sections 2 and :3 may be found from the 

integral momentum equation, assuming that there is no drag on the walls, 

, ..: ( GL ~2 Al (AI ~j ( GL )2 1 (1 I) p _p _p I=p _____ =p ______ , 

RO 30 20 L W. A A A A'" : L W A AI A A' 
Ll 3 2:3 L1 

(2) 

where AI = ~/AI and is known in advance from the geometry of the problem. 

Again" change in momentum distribution between the two sections has been neg

lected. For B? orifice in a uniform pipe, A3 =~, so that AI:: 1 and 
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Pa o 
.------- = 

1 
• - - 1 

A 

While tor a sudden expansion, A2 = Al so that A:: 1 and 

P 

He 2: :. 1:... (1 .. .l.) 
p V. AI AI 
L 1 

(2A) 

(2B) 

Pressure recovery is usua.llY incomplete, since there is a loss as

sociated with the turbulence of the expansion. This lossmay be found by ap

plying the Bernoulli equation between section 1 and 3 and is 

(3) 

Using Eqs. (1) and (2) in (3) 

lAI ~ 2 
=\; - 1) (4) 

For an orifice ina uniform pipe, where AI • 1 

(4A) 

For an expansion, where A:: 1, 

( 1)2 = 1 .. ;- . (4B) 
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'!he net, pressure drop in an orifice or contraction is usually of 

interest. This is 

(5) 

, Equation (5) is identical ,with Ji'q. (4A) for an orifice" since A' E! 1, but 

it is not identical with Eq, (4) for a contraction where part of the pressure 

drop is potential. 

These formulas 'for pure liquia flow are compared with experimental 

values in ~ables I, II, and III of Section III, following. 

!,t should be noted for SUbsequent use thatif the Bernoulli equation 

were applied to a pure gas flow between se ctions 1 and 2" under adiabati c con

ditions" the equation corresponding ,to Eq.' (lA) is 

G ::: 
G 

(lB) 

Here Y is a function of At/Al" P2/Pl' and of the ratio of the specific 

heats of the gas; 0,8 < Y ~ 1 for subsonic flows of air [5]. 

2. Gas-Liquid Mixture F:Low 

The analysis in the mixture flow is carried out along the same lines 

as in the single-phase liquid flow. The main additional assumption is that 

the pressure drop between sections 1 and 2 is the same in the gas phase as it 

is in the liquid phase. Wi th the same pressure d;rop the lighter gas will be 

, accelerated to higher velocities than the heavier liquid and there will be a 

frictional drag by the gas on the liquid. This drag should exist regardless 

of whether the gas is contained in bubbles or is separated entirely from the 

liqUid" although the magnitudes may be different. Thus" in a mixture flow 

the liquid flow rate will be" from Eq. (lA)" 

(6A) 
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Here b, P = PI - P2' K1 (~l) is a factor allowing for the dragging of the 

liquid by the more rapidly accelerating gas, and the proportiort of the flow 

area occupied by liquidhas been designated ~. Similarly, the gas flow rate 

is obtained from Eq. (lB), 

(6B) 

Here KG (::; 1) is a factor allowing for the retardation of the gas by the 

less rapidly accelerating liquid and RG is the proportion of the flow area 

occupied by gas. The adiabatic gas relation has been used on the assumption 

that the gas heat will be conserved during the short interval of time required 

to move from section 1 to section 2, even though the liquid remains at essen

tially constant temperature. 

Noting that ~ + RG = 1 at any section and letting Rr./R12 = X, 

RGJ./~ = Z, and GoIG1 = a, Eq. (6A) can be written with the help of Eq. 

(6B) as 

or . P1 (G.1)2(X)2[ .(A\2]~ aKL~1d.1m2-A]2 b,p = - - - 1 .. -) 1 + -r W 2 
2 W1A2 KL X Y G Gl X - A 

If the liquid were f'lo~ring alone in the same pipe fitting at the 

rate GL, and assuming that the vena contracta area is the same for mixture 

flow as for single-phase flow, Eqs. (1) and (7) may be combined to yield 
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The unknowns in Eg. (8) are X, Z, XL' XU' Y, and Ail Uenerally~ it 

would be expected that X > 1 and Z < 1 since the gas phase ought to expand 

in going through a contraction. Richardson [.3] shows void fraction rneasu:re ... 

menta in a sudden contraction, some of whichtend to verif,r and aome of which 

appear to refute the conclusion that Z < 1 •. However, those'measurements in 

refutation were made in very small pipes where other factors may have entered. 

Far enough downstream" Richardson's measurements all show the expeoted effect. 

In faot,he comments that the void fraction a short distance either side of 
a contraction (or expansion) is the same as would be found in a uniform flow 

with the given gas-liquid mixture and pre s sure. Ala 0" it is known that Kr. > 1, 

KG < 1, and Y < 1. All of these magnitudes are' unknown. In order to pro

ceed, the assumption is now made that 

(9) , 

Hence" 

( X )2 f. ~. W:. L )2 
~-\l+a-
.. XL WG . 

, 1 

(10) 

The value of' (X/KL)2 and its va;r:r~tion with the flow characteristios has 

to be determined by experiment. 'This can be done by plotting experimental 

values of /\p/lJ. Po versus 1 +dJWJWGl on full logarithmic graph paper. 

Data from the present orifice experiments have been so plotted in Fig • .3 and 

from the contraction experiments in Fig" 7. 

. Once X/XL is determined, Eq. (10) can be 'Used not only fol.'" find-

ing the preSSure drop when the flow rates and upstream pressure are given" but 

it can also be used as a metering equation for gas flow l."'ate (GG = aGL) when 

the liquid flow . rate" ,upstream pressure, and pressure drop are separately 

measured 0 

Applying the momentum equation to the mixture flow between sections 

2 and .3 and using similar assumptions as for the liquid flow gives 
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GL ( GL p=p-p=-
R ,3 2 3 W,A... 

gA: L--L2 

, (11) 

Here VG = Gc!(ltlr/AG) is ,the velocityof the gas phase and VL is the Veloa

ityofthe liquid pha~e. The second 'termin the bra oke t in Eq. (11) is gener

ally smaller than unity and is considerably smaller if a < 0.1. The second 

term may be neglected in making a rough estimate of pressure rise. 

(11) may be m-itten approximately 

PafP--,--, --~- ....... ( ~j 2 1 ( 1 1 1 1) 
R , ,L WLAt. :At R~ A ~ AI 

Then Eq. 

(llA) 

For the orifice and oontraction, the rise may be compared with the pressure 

drop from ~. (6A) , solved for II P. Thus, 

1-(~ ~) 
2 

2 A [, A2 '~ ( A2 ~ )2( A2 l!.2) ] 
,'" 2RJ:. - l!. 1 - - - + - - 1 - - - +. •• (12) 

AI 2 A3 R:r. ~ Rr. A3 l!. 
- 3 1 3 

For the contraction, A2RL2/ (A3RL3) is close to unity as shown by Richard

son's measurements [3], so that the rise, as in the case of a single fluid, 

is a very small part of the pressure drop and this kind of comparison is not 

very usef'ul. For the orifice,w}fere A3 =~, A2~/(A:tR13) = A RL2/RI.3 and 
is small compared to unity from Richardson I s measurements for large enough gas 

flows. Thus 
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P 
-1L_ 2A K 2 Rr 
/!lP L ~ 

(12k) 

and this expression should be useful in examining orifice data, PressUre rise 

may also be oompared with the rise for pure liquid flow from Eq. (2). '!'hus" 

For an expansion l where A = 1 

(AI/A) ... 1 

AI .. l1. /~ 
2 3 

At ... 1 
(l.3A) 

Takin.g the derivative of Eg. (1.3) with respeot to RIQ shows that Pr/PRQ 

always increases as RL2 decreases from its value of unity for no air flow. 

In both Egs. (12) and (1.3) it would be desirable to evaluate RIQ 
in terms of the flow parameters. By mass oontinuity 

(14A) 

and 

(140) 

Richardson [.3] finds in his experiments that va/VL is roughly a function of 

0; only, both for uniform pipe flow and Closely behind a oontraotion or expan

sion. He gives, in the terminology of this paper, VO/VL II1II XI ";ai(l + cr.) 

with KI = .37, making 

1 WL ,---Rr. = 1/[1 + F W Jcr.(l + 0;) ,,] 

G 
(l,A) 
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On the other hand, in earlier work on the present projeot [1] it was found 

e.xp~r1mentallythat for uniform pipe flow Ra/RL $1$ KawL/wo where K is var

iable but 1 ~ K~ 0.1 in going from bubble to annular flow. This makes 

, (lSB) 

where Q is the volumetrio flow rate. Equations (15A) and (15B) are not far 
, ' 

aparti£ the variationin K is oonsidered. ihus, the limiting pressure rises 

are, for the orifice 

(12B) 

or 

, , 

an4 ,for the contraction or expansion 

(13B) 

or 

, p W. (A'/A) - (Rr. /11. ) 
p R _ [1 + K + a) __ -___ ....;2=---'3::..--

'Ro' G2 (AI/1) - 1 

(130) 

'These equations are very rough predictions-of trends.. (Equation (120) is oom

parea with experimental data in Fig .. 5 and Eq. (1)0) in FiR_ 10.). 

Defining the net pressure drop1D. the mixture flow in an orifioe or 

oontraction'in the same manner as for the liquid flow in Eq. (5), 

or (16) 
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This is not truly the loss in energy attributable to an orifice as was the 

case for pure liquid flow, because of pressure changes in the flow, but it 

is the desired quantity in computing pressure changes along a pipe line. 'ro 

find the true energy loss, it is necessary to integrate the equation of mo

tion for mixture flow between sections 2 and .3 and to compare the integral 

with the pressure rise from Eg. (11). The integration can be performed, as

s'lll11ing isothermal flow, but has not led to useful results. Sim:i.larly, there 

is an energy loss in the sudden expansion but no attempt has been made to 

estimate this since it is the net pressure rise as given by Eq. (1.3) that is 

of interest. 

It should be observed that none of the preceding formulas developed 

for mixture flow have required the assumption of a homogeneous mixture. 

B. Bends in Uniform Pipe 

In single-phase liquid flow through a bend in uniform pipe, pres

sure drop between stations upstream and downstream is entirely frictional. 

The frictional loss is, however, greater in the bend region than in equal 

lengths of straight pipe at either side. The excess loss attributable to the 

bend is usually defined in terms of a bend loss coefficient" ~ 0' by the 

formula 

Angle at Bend, Re) 

Here, r is the bend radius, D is the pipe diameter or equivalent diameter, 

and Re is the Reynolds number. 

In mixture flow, the pre s sure change along a bend is only partly 

frictional, the remainder being a result of the change in gas density with 

pressure. To be truly rational in computing energy loss of rnixture flow in 

a bend, calculations shOUld be carried step by step around the bend. However, 

there is not sufficient information available on flow distribution in a bend 

to do this satisfactorily. Furthermore, measurementsof this type are gener

ally impracticable; the usual measurements will involve pressures obtained 

far enough upstream of the bend and far enough downstream that the flow is 

uniform. Hence, in evaluating bend loss for mixture flo}/, it is reasonable 
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and practicable to lump the total excess pressure drop attributable to the 

bend at the midpoint of the bend in the same manner as for pure liquid flow, 

and to introduce a corresponding bend loss coefficient; thus, let 

(18) 

The specific weight, WG, may be measuredat the centerof the bend. The bend 

pressure loss, PL, to be used in Eg. (18) can be obtained from the pressure 

measurements upstream and downstream by subtracting the pressure drop associ

ated "With mixture flow in a straight pipe between the upstream measurement 

point and the midpointof the bend and between the midpointand the dO'Wllstream 

measurement point. It can be expected that ~ will be at least roughly re

lated to ~ 0 (but, note the following paragraph) so that, 

;:L = ~~o (1 + .)(1 + a :~) 
o 

(19) 

and the relation, if any, can be obtained by plotting measured values of 

P L/PLO as a function of (1 + a)(l + a WL/WG) • Typical data are plo tted sub

sequently in Fig. 12. 

In connection with a bend, it is frequently desirable to calibrate 

the bend as an elbow meter. To do this, the pressure difference between the 

inside and outside of the bend half way around the bend is compared with the 

flow rate. For pure liquid flow, the pressure difference, ~ PO' is 

, Co = Co (riD, angle, Re) (20) 

Since the pressure difference across a bend is largely a potential .function, 

the measured difference in mixture flow should be expressable in the s8lIle form 

as for liquid flow, namely: 

!:::.P PL ( GL )2 WL) C - --. (1 + a)(l + a W 
2 WLA G 

(21) 

and 
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o =- (22) 

The ratio 0/ Co can only be expe cted to approach unity for very small gas 

flow rates and substantial pressures. At larger rates or low pressures, gas 

will accumulate toward the inside of the bend changing the flow geometry and 

al tering the relation. As a matter of fact, this collection of gas at the 

inside of a bend can be expected to influence the bend loss coefficient in 

Eqs. (18) and (19), also. Bend coefficient datairom the present experiments 

are shown subsequentlyin Fig. 11. In gas-liquid mixture flow, an elbow meter, 

by itself, would not be a sui table flow measuring devi ce be cause both the gas

liquid flow ratio and the gas specific weight influence the pressure differ

ence across the bend. 

III. EXPERIlvIEN TAL WORK 

A. Apparatus 

The apparatus for the experiments on fittings and bends was essen

tially the same as that used in the earlier straight pipe experiments [1]. 

Water was usedas the liquid component and air as the gas component. The test 

sections consisted of 3/4-, 1-, 1-1/4-, or 1-1/2-1n. diameter transparent 

plastic pipes singly or in combination, as required. These were preceded and 

followed by smooth copper pipes of similar sizes. 

Water was supplied from the river and was driven by either gravity 

alone or by gravity and pumping. Water temperature varied between 33 F and 

90 J!' depending on the season of the year and the amount of energy supplied by 

pumping. Water flow rate was measured by a calibrated orifice using differ

ential manometers containing Meriam No. 3 or mercury. 

Air was supplied by the Laboratory compressor and was added to the 

water through a conventional aspirator. (The aspirator could be operated 

wi thout the compressor for small air flo1o1 rates, but generally the compressor 

was used.) Air Vias metered through one of two orifices of different sizes. 

Thesewere also provided with differential manometers using water and mercury 

as fluids. The orifices were standard flange tap orifices and were not cali

brated; flow rates were calculated from standard orifice formulas based on 
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Eq~ (lB) 0 Absolute air pressure of the upstream orifice tap was determined 

by reading a gage and the ba:l:'ometer. The air supply was limited, the exact 

amount depending on the back pressure at the aspirator; the maximum I'ate for 

any experiment was about 0,,09 lb/sec. In order to get high ratios of air flow 

rate to water flow rate in the experiments, it was necessary to hold down the 

water flow rate. This resulted in many of the experiments being conducted 

with plug and slug flow patterns as described in Reference [1]. 

Ten feet of copper pipe of the same size as the initial test pipe 

length conneoted the aspirator to the test region~ The test region was fol

lowed by various lengths of copper piping of the same size as the final test 

pipe plus about 5 ft of 2-l/2-in. and 5 l't of 4-in. diameter galvanized pipe 

which discharged to the atmosphere. No back pressure valve was provided in 

the line so that the test section pressure was determined by the friction in 

the discharge line o The entire installation was horizontal except that the 

final 4-in. discharge pipe was turned vertically downward. The test section 

pressure varied from just above atmospheric to over 3 atmospheres in some 

tests. 

The individual test sections are described with each group of data o 

Allof the piping and fittings were flange connected~ The joints were aligned 

with plugs before the flanges were drilledj realignment when the plugs were 

removed was accomplished with taper pins& 

Each test pipe was provided with a number of pressure taps 0 EaclJ. 

tap consisted of four holes drilled sYlnmetrically ~round the 'pipe circumfer~ 

enc6$ the four holes were interconnected by a grooved plastic ring which was 

slid over the pipe on nOli rings until the groove covered the holes. A single 

manometer connection led away from the top of the ring. All pressure taps 

were manifolded to a pair of differential manometers, one using Meriam No., 3 

fluid and the other mercury in such a way that any trAO taps could be compared 

with each other. Any tap could also be comparedTNith the atmospheric pressure 

through this system. All tubing connections were transparent" The transpar

ent tubing and plastic rings made it possible to assure that a continuous 

water column 6xisteq between some point in the pipe and the manometer before 

taking pressure readingso 

Data obtained consisted of measurements of water flow rate, water 

temperatures air flow rate~ air temperature and pressure at inlet~ pressure 
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differentials between various pairs of pressure taps, absolute pressure at 

one or more taps in the line, barometric pressure, and observations of the 

flow pattern. In general,!) the experiments Were divided into series and runs,; 

within each series, the water flow rate was fixed and the air flow rate was 

increased from zero for' run 1 to the maximum available for the last run in the 

series. No provision was made in auyof the experiments for obtainingveloc

ity traverses or for sampling the relative air content in a cross section. 

Water and air flow rate measurements are believed to be wi thin 1 or 

2 per cent of actual values. Temperatures were measured after the flow had 

been allowed to establish itself for several minutes and varied less than one 

degree F both along the pipe and with time during the mea6urements e It was 

always assumed that the air temperature was the same as the water temperature 

in straight, uniform pipe and only water temperature was measuredin the test 

section. 

The ;greatest difficulty occurredin reading pressure differentials o 

With certain patterns of air-water mixture flow (small water flow and large 

air floW) there were violent fluctuations at many or allof the pressure taps .. 

Sample fluctuations were measured at two . points during the bend experiment 

using electronic transducers installed in the pressure lines 9~1/2 in. from 

the taps. With absolute pressures of the order of 1-1/2 atmospheres, fluc

tuations were of the order of ± 1 psi; at the same time, the pressure drop 

being measured around the bend was only about 2/3 psi. The major fluctuations 

were not very regular~ but sharp peaks occur.'red at about 2 or '3 per seC in 

the measurements. Damping valves were installed in the lines leading to the 

manometers; the damped manometer readings, especially with the small pressure 

differentials associated with small water andlarge air flows, are subject to 

considerable error. In the larger water flows or in water flows with small 

air flows,the fluctuations were negligible. However~ pressure differentials 

in the small water and air flows were very small, and aroore sensitive manom

eter system should have been provided for reading the small differentials 0 

The importance of these small. readings did not become apparent until the da"ba 

were being analysed by comparing mixture runs with water runs in accordance 

with the analysis in Section 110 
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B. Experimental Data 

1. Orifices 

The orifice experiments were conducted in a l-in. diameter pipe 

using orifices of 1/2-, ,/8-, and 3/4-in. diameter.. The orifice plates were 

1/8 in. thiek and sharpened so as to be sharp-edged on the upstra~ side. 

Flange taps were provided and they measured the pressure at 1/2 in. upstream 

and 1/2 in. downstream of the center of the plate. 

Typical pressure. measurements are shawn in Fig. 2. The pressure 

measuring stations shown were all locatedin the plastio pipe; the only joint 

~as at the orifice. Pressure measurements were also obtained at frequent 

intervals in a l-in. copper pipe downstream of station 10, but these were not 

used in the analysis except to check computations of straight pipe friction 

loss. 

The various water flow rates are defined in Table. I. Eesults o~ 

oomputations in aocordance with Eqs •. (1) and (44) for pure water nows are 

also shown in this table. The ratio A = A2/~ has been computed from the 

pressure drop data at the £lange taps using Eq. (1) and then this value of 

A has been usedin Eq. (4A) to compute the pressure loss.. Pressure loss has 

been measured by applying the straight pipe frictional loss from station b 

('4-1/2 in. upstream of the orifice) to the orifice and from station 9 (3 ft 

downstream of the orifice) to the orifice to the measured pressures at those 

stations and comparing the difference at the orifioe as illustrated in Fig .. 

2. The oomputed loss compares very well with the measured loss at all but 

the smallest flaws where the pressure differentials are too small to measure 

accuratelr. The discharge coefficients for the orifices have also been com

puted in column (6) of the table; these compare favorably at the higher Rey
nolds ll1ll1lbers with the values given in Fig. 31 in Rouse [6] and have a tend

ena,r to increase as Reynolds number decreases as is to be expected. 

Since the pressure drop in single-phase water flow was to be used 

later :in Eq. (10) to compare with the pressure drop in mixture flow, there 

was some concern about the inaccurate pressure differentials at low water now 

rates. To correct these, discharge coefficient versus Reynolds number curves 

similar to Fig. 8, in Rouse [6] were faired from the data. Corrected values 

of the discharge coeffioient obtained from these curves and of pressure drop 

coeffioient obtained from the discharge coefficient are shown.in ~C91umns (9) 

and (10) of Table Io 
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The mixture flow pressure drop has been plotted in ratio to the water 

flow pressure dropin each series of runs 'in accordance with Eq. (10) in Fig. 

;. It is apparent from the data in the figure that the addition of air to a 

pure water flow or to a mixture flow always increases the pressure drop.Equa

tion (10) appears to predict the form of the pressure drop ratio variation 

very nicely. At large air flowrates the parameter (X/K1)2 = 1.5. At lower 

air flow rates the parameter is variable, reaching (X/KL)2 .. (1 + a"/wL/wol)4.; 
at small flow rates. Both of these values of the parameter have been used to 

plot reference curves on Fig.;. Very roughly, data with a >0.01 tend to 

follow the constant parameter and those with a < 0.01 tend to follow the 

variable parameter. Apparently, there is a change in flow pattern within the 

orifice itself which is responsible for the two trends. This pattern change, 

if it existed, was not detected in the' pattern observations since the flow 

near the orifice was very confused. Pattern observations were recorded short 

. distances upstream and downstream of the orificej these Were generally the 

same as in straight pipe with the same flow parameters and appeared to be un

correlated with the data in Fig. 3. 

There is no a priori reason to expe ct the parameter X/KL " RL1/ (KI, R~) 
to remain constantor to varyin any specific manner. The fact that the param

eter does tend to become constant for <:.Ii > 0.01 may indicate that the air 

and water flowthrough the orifice as separate sT/reams, each with a fixed con

traction ratioand with a fixed rate of interchange of energy at their mutual 

boundary for these higher relative air flow rates. Since X/~ = 1.225, and 

X > 1, ~ can be only slightly greater than unity in this regime. 

Pressure loss or net pressure drop for the mixture flow has been 

measured in the same manner as for the water flow and the measurement is il

lustrated in Fig. 2. The uniform pipe friction slopes were computed using 

the method ().f Reference [1] and were checked by measurements in the copper 

pipe downstreamof the orifice. The press'ure recovery was then obtained from 

Eq. (16) as the difference between the pressure drop and pressure loss. Pres

sure recovery and pressure loss have been plotted as a function of a Wt/Wae 
as suggestedby Eq. (120) in Figs. '-la, b, and c for each of the orifices. The 

data for all three orifices have been combined in Fig. 5 by using values of 

A obtained for the water flow runs (Shown in Table I). Equation (120)" which 

is expected to be applicable at the higher air flow rates, has been plotted 

in Fig. 5 with ~ = 1.0 (from the pressure drop measurements) and with the 
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two liIl'l:i.t:lng and one intermediate values of K. The recovery for zero air 

flow ratefr,om Eqs. (2) and (1), or Eq. (12) taking A from Table I J has also 

been plotted in this figure. The data follow the expected trend but sca,tter 

qu.ite widely. The 1/2-m. and some of the .5/8-in. orifice data follow the 

K = 1/10 curve fairly well at high air flow rate s. K = 1/10 corre sponds to 

annu.lar £lowin a uniform pipe. The remainder of the data have larger values 

of K indicating other flow patterns. Whether or not comparison is made with 

Eq. (120), the abscissa values of Fig • .5 at the higher air flow rates can be 

looked upon as the experimental values of KL2Rre in accordance wi th Eq. (12A). 

Up to a WL/WGI = 0.5, recoveryis 80 per cent or more of the theoretical re

covery for pure water flow and that figure may be used as a practical value. 

Had the data in Fig • .5 been plotted against ./a(l + a) WL/WG2 as 

abscissa, the scatter would have been about the same as in Fig • .5. On such 

a graph, Eq. (12B) would have splitthe data at the higherair flow rates, but 

the various trends could not be as readily explained as was possible by vary

ing K in Eq. (120). 

2. Sudden Contractions 

Three sudden contractions were employed. These were from a 1-1/2 

in. entrance pipe in every case to 1-1/4-, 1-, and 3/4-in. exit pipes. The 

closest pressure taps to the contraction were 2 • .5 in. upstream andl in. down

stream. The downstream tap was undoubtedly too far downstream to measure the 

true pressure drop, but this was not realized until after the orifice exper

imentswere completed (subsequent to the contractionexperiments). Other pres

sure measuring stations are shawnin Fig. 6, along with typical pressure data 

and pertinent definitions. All of the stations between the contraction and 

No.8 were locatedin a single length of plastic pipe. Therewas an addition

al pair of pressure taps located 48 in. apart in a second length of plastic 

pipe downstream from No.8. This length was used to check computed frictional 

pressure drops. 

The data were handled in much the same manner as for orifice flow. 

Single-phase water flow !lata are presented and analysed in accordance with 

Eqs. (1) and (.5) in Table II. The measurednE)t pressure drop coefficients are 

considerably different than the calculated coefficients. Comparison of ,the 

ratio A for the contraction (column.5, Table II) with the same ratio for the 

orifice (column .5, Table I) shows that the apparent jet contraction is less 
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for the contraction than for the orifice. 'l'his result is probably attribut

able to the positionof the first downstream pressure tap beyond the contrac

tion" as already mentioned. Had the tap been closer to the contraction, A 

would probably have been smaller and the calculated drop wouldhave been closer 

to the measured drop. (In computing net pressure drops, both for the w-ater 

flow and the mixture flow, the friction slope was applied to the uniform pipe 

between the measured pressure at station 1 and the contraction and between the 

measured pressure at station 7 and the contraction. Station e measurements 

were almost always abnormally high, possib1y be cause of faulty pressure taps.) 

Mixture-flow pressure dropsin the contraction have been correlated 

in accordance with Eq. (10) in Fig. 7. The correlation is not the same as 

for the orifice. The data do not extend to as high air floH rates, for one 

thing, and they are probably influenced by the location of the first downstream 

pressure tap for another. The contraction data do not appear too useful. 

There may again be a region, as indicated in Fig. 7, Hhere X/KJ., is constant 

and this region appears to exist for a > 0.01 as for the orifice. 

As may be seen in Fig. 6, pressure recovery is nearly complete 10 

in. or slightly more beyond the contraction. Recovery pressures were deter

mined in the same manner as for the orifice; namely, by subtracting the net 

pressure drop from the measured drop at the contraction in accordance with 

Eq. (16) as illustrated in }t~g. 6. Recovery pressures are not plotted here

in as they scatter badly when an attempt is made to plot them on the basis of 

either Eqs. (12) or (13); it Has found that pBipRQ reached values as large 

as 12 at large air flow rates. On the other hand, Pr/ ~ P Has always small 

of the order of one or two tenths or less, so that pressure rise is not too 

important a part of the pressure change at a contraction. 

An empirical plot of net pressure drop in the contraction is pre

sented as a matter of interest in Fig. 8. This graph correlates the present 

data much better than plots based on the rational analysis but, of course, 

cannot be extended to other sizes of contractions or other variable cDndi tions 

without further tests. 

3. Sudden Expansions 

Three expansions were provided. 111e upstream pipe was 1-1/4, 1, or 

3/4 inch in diameterin these expansions while the dov-rnstream pipe was always 
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1=1/2 inches in diametero Typical pressure data and pressure measuring sta

tions are shown in Fig" 9" All of the pressure taps between the expansion 

and station 9 'Were included in a single length of plastic pipe" Additional 

pressure measuring stations 'Were included in a second length of plastic pipe 

downstream from tbe first in order to check computed friction slopes" . The 

friction slopes .shownin Fig •. 9 are for uniform,lJ fully developed flow of homo

geneous fluid ... In the downstream pipe these have little significance except 

to ,give an indication of how complete the pressure recovery is and how well 

developed the flow is at any station" 

~gain, the data were handled in much the same fashion as were the 

orifice data. Single-phase waterflow data are presented and analysed in ac

cordancewith .Eqs". (2) and (413) in Table III" . The measured recovery is some

what less than the theoretical and this deficiene.y may be at least partially 

attributed to the possibility that there was no pressure tap at the exact 10-

cs. ti6n of maximum recovery" 

In the mixture flow an attempt has been made to correlate pressure 

reco11el"Y in aC¢Ol'dance withEq" . (1,30) in Fig" .10 0 The method of measuring 

recovery is indicated in Fig" 90 On first appearance the correlation looks 

very poor,ll but the trends of the data c:an at least be explainedo . Examination 

ofFigo 9 shows that in some runs there was little,lJif ~,lJ pressure recovery 

after the expansion". In these cases the water and air flowed for a consider= 

able distance as separate streams in the downstream pipe, probably as an open 

channel flow 0 . Still ftrrther downstream the flew wsually expanded to ,fill the 

pipe but by tha't; time the pressure had dropped because of friction to near or 

belOw the entrance pressure in the l-l/2 ... ino pipeo . Data points in Eigo 10 

corresponding to some of the pressure profiles in Fi g., 9 are marked by iden ti

cal symbols with those used in Fig 0 9 so that a direct comparison may be madeo 

l'¥hare expansion occurs reasonably close to the change in pipe section" the 

data do tend to follow the trend predicted in Ego (1,30) for the limiting flow 

casesJ namelys 

,for flaws with little air and 
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for flows with large enough air contentto be in the annular flow regime (neg

lecting the factor ([AI - RL2/Rt)]/[AI - 1]). A very similar result to that 

shown in Fig. 10 was obtained when correlation by Eq. (13B) was attempted. 

The flow mechanism where pRiPRQ ~ 1, although not always clearly 
observable, is believed to be associated with plug and slug flow patterns in 

the approach pipe. As already' observed muchof the experimental work was per
formed in these flow pattern regions in ordel:' to obtain high air con centra

tionswi th the available air supply. Wi th plug and slug flows in the upstream 

pipe, free air is released at the expansion and occupies more or less length 

atthe top of the downstream pipe until a normal flow pattern is established. 

If the remaining watel:' or mixture depth below the collected air corresponds 

to the normal depth fo~ open channel flow (supercritical) in the downstream 

pipe, the open channel flow will persist for a considerable distance down
stream and pJPRQ < 1. If the existing depthis not close to the normal depth 

for open channel flow, expansion will occur sooner and the pressure recovery 
becomes closer, although not equal,-to that expected from the rational form

ulas. In pure water flow, bubble flow, or annular flow, there is no problem 

with expansion. 

It is now apparent that some of the difficulty in correlating ori

fice pressure recovery data, as illustrated in Fig. 5, may also be attribut

able to separated flowof air and water downstream of the orifice, just as in 
the caSe of expansion. 

4. 90-Degree Pipe Bend 

A single 90-degree bend was investigated. This was installed in a 

l-in. pipe line with pl:'essure taps located in the upstream and downstream 

flanges of the bend and at frequent intervals in the upstream and downstream 

tangents. The taps used in measuring pressure loss were located 4 ft (48 di

ameters) upstream of the flange and 4 ft downstream of the downstream flange. 

Pressure taps were also installed to measure the pressure difference across 

the bend at the 45-degree point. 

The pressure difference across the bend is considered first. Data 

are plotted in Fig. 11 in accordance with Eq. (22). The bend coefficient in 

mixture flow is plotted in ratio to the coefficient in pure water flow as a 

function of the flow parameters. As expected,for high enough pressures, the 

bend coefficient ratio C/Co approachedunity. But for the pressures normally 
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encountered in the experiments the ratio falloff rapidly as air accumulated 

at the inside of the bend. It does not seem vary likely that the elbow meter 

can be a useful device in air-water mixture flows. 

The pressure loss attributable to the bendhas been obtained by sub

tracting from the total pressure drop between the taps 4 ft upstream and down

stream of the bend the computed loss attributable to friction in fully devel

oped flow at the given pressures over those lengths. In accordance with &:t. 
(19) the ratio of lOBs in mixture to loss in pure water flow is plotted in 

Fig. 12. It appears that if the pressure is not too low, the loss coefficient 

is within z30 per centof the coefficient for water flow. At low pressures, 

however, the los a appears to be less. F.or small proportions of air, ~ ... ~ 0 

would be a satisfaotory approximation for praotioal purposes. 

I V. SU]iJIVlARY AND CON CLUSIONS 

In Seotion II, preceding, rational. one-dimensional formulas for the 

net pressure drop in flow through orifioes, contractions, and expansions in 

a pipe line were developed from the momentum equation and Bernoulli equation. 

A less rational formula for bends was obtp.ined on the basis of dimensional 

arguments. ~periments were performedto test these formulas and the results 

of the experiments were presented and analysed in Section III, preceding. 

In well defined flows" includingpure water flows, bubbly mixtures, 

and annular flows, the rational formulas appear to be useful. For stratified 

flows, plug flows, and slug £lows, the formulas are not generally use:ful. Un

fortunately, the experimental apparatus was such that many of the experiments . 
were conducted under the latter conditions and the graphs plotted with these 

data appear to scatter badly. Had the data been limited to bubble flows, the 

graphs would have been very good, and even With annulaJ:" flow included, they 

would. have been reasonable in appearance. 

All of the experimental work on mixtures was pre ceded by work in 

the same fitting with pure water flowing. The water data were in good agree

mentWith the one-dimensional formulas, and with previous experimental results, 

as well. These tests on water servedt6 verify the apparatus and to form a 

basis ot comparison for the mixture data. 

For orifices in mixture flow, the net pressure drop is obtained by 

subtracting the pressure recovery downstreamoi' the orifice from the pressure 
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drop at the orifice. The latter is given approximately for all flo'll>TS by the 

formula 

(10) 

with (X/KLl~ 1.5 for a > 0.1, approximately, and (X/KL)2". (1 + a w1/wG)4.3 
for a < 0.01. (The values of X/KL · are empirical.) The former is not so 

readily obtained. It follows the expected trend predicted by Eg. (12) in the 

text and is wi thin 80 or 90 per cent of the r~ covery tha t would be expe cted 

for the water phase flowing alone through the same orifice if a \/WG :$ 0.5; 
namely: pRof Ll Po ::;: 2A (1 + A). For annular flow, the re covery appears to 

correspond to the predicted equation. 

(12A) 

with RlQ'" 1/[1 + O.la wJWG2]. For otheJ:' flow patterns, the recovery is 

less than expe cted from the formula but some idea as to its value may be ob

tained from Fig. 5. 

There is some possibility of using an orifice as a flow meter 1'01" 

determining a. If the 'VJa tel' f'lo'V[ rate, pre ssure drop at the orifice, and ab

solute pressure at the downstream orifice tap are measured separately, a can 

be deterrrrtned from Eq. (10) 0 

In sudden contractions, pressure drop at the contraction is also 

given by Eq. (10), but X/KL may be different than for the orifice. This 

factor was not well determinedin the present experiments because the closest 

downstream pressure tap to the con tradions was too far downst,ream; with this 

condi tion X/KL for the contraction was of the order of the square of X/Kr, 
. for the orifice, Pressure recovery beyond the contraction is of the order of 

10 or 20 per cent of the drop, at most, and is usually less. 'l'he measured 

recovery data scattered badly and were hardly comparable with the rational 

formulas except for bubbly flows. 

In sudden expansions, there is a net pressure recovery and this is 

given adequately by the rational formula, Eq. (13C), for bubble and annular 

flow, but not in other flows o For bubble flow 
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(130-1) 

and for the annular flow, 

(130-2) 

For other :£low patterns the water and air tend to flow as separate streams 
for more or less distance beyond the expansion and, .pressure recovery is small ... 

er than predictedo 

In the 90-degree bend tested, the bend loss coefficient in bubble 
flow was somewhat greater than the coefficient for the water phase flowing 

alone. The coefficient appears to increase and decrease with air content al
most in the same manner as for frictional loss in a straight pipe [1], pro
vided that the pressure does not become so low that air accumulates at the 

inside of the bend, changing its geometry. If air does not accumulate at the 
inside of the bend, the bend loss is given by 

(lBA) 

within ± 30 per cent £or all flows. 

The elbow meter· does not appear to be a useful device for metering 

air-water flows .. 

In the introduction, fittings were dividedinto two classes; namely: 
those wherein the pressure changes are mainly potential and those wherein the 

pressure changes are both potential and frictional. The orifices, sudden con
tractions,and sudden expansions were intended to typif,r the former while the 

bend was intended to typifY the latter. It turns out that abrupt pressUre 
drops associated ~inly with potential changes are governed by the parameter 

a.~ While pltsssure rises and frictional losses are related to a. ,\/lrlG• 

To find the pressure changes in a pipe line with a flowing, bubbly 
mixture, the procedure is as follows: 

. 1) Calculate the flow with the water phase flowing alone .in 

the given pipe linea treating each fitting individually. 
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2) Find the pressure drop with mixture flo,.,11n straight pipe 

sections from Reference [l] • 

.3) Ii'orall abrupt pressure drops" apply Eg. (10) to the water 

flow computations. 

4) For all abrupt pressure rises" apply Eq. (1.30-1). 

5) ]'or gradual changes :in pressure other than in straight 

pipes, apply Eg. (18A). 

This procedure will produce a rough estimate of the pl:'9ssure grade line in 

the pipe. If the flow is annular, a similar pro ce dure may be followe d with 

necessary changes in formulas to obtain a still rougher estimate. For other 

patterns, the procedure may still be valid, but reference should be made to 

the individual graphs herein. Flow pattern within the fittings is diffioult 

to specify. However, from observations in the present experiments and from 

statements by Richardson [3], it appears that closely downstreamof a fitting" 

the flow patternis the same as for a fully developed fiowwiththe same char

acteristics (as given in Reference [1], for example). 
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TABLE I 

PURE WATER FLOW IN ORIFICES 

GL Re x 10.4 Pressure Loss Adjusted 
Ser- 2~PO PLo' psf Values 
ies "A.:'fir: .. V V1D1 

A C -l~ 2~PO A1 L. 1 ---::2 Eq. (1) d (1 - Ay PLV'; Cd lie oo- PLV1 2 \I 

f'ps meas. roeas. -r -r PLVl 

(1) (2 ) ,(3 ) (4) (5) (6) ( 7) (8 ) (9) (10) 

3/4-in. Orifice A/A1 .. 0.562 

I 0.529 0.400 7.39 0.,345 0.655 1.09 0.98 0.851 4.36 
II 1.055 0.727 4.16 0.440 0.870 2.2 1.75 0.826 4.62 

III 2.04 1.43 5.45 0.394 0.761 10.7 9.58 0.800 4.94 
IV 2.99 1.767 5.25 0.400 0.775 20 19.52 
V 4.26 2.667 5.005 0.409 0.795 40 38.1 

VI 7.96 5.06 5.39 0.396 ' 0.765 146 142.3 
VII 11.92 6.34 5.06 0.406 0.790 314 294 

VIII 16.32 8.67 5.183 . 0.402 0.781 602 568 

5/8-in. Orifice A/A" 0.391 

I 0.503 0.451 8.16 0.330 0.895 0.2 1.01 0.755 11.50 
II 1.054 0.839 8.35 0.327 0.885 1.0 4.56 0.739 12.00 

III 1.483 1.30 11.25 0.286 0.762 6.7 13.25 0.721 12.60 
IV 2.09 1.74 13.75 0.260 0.690 35.9 35.4 
V 2.94 2.08 14.43 0.254 0.675 75.9 72 

VI 4.23 2.50 14.39 0.255 0.675 152.2 152.5 
VII 6.01 4.15 13.92 0.259 0.685 295.6 296 

VIII 7.38 4.30 13.82 0.260 0.689 441 441 

, 1/2-in. Orifice A/A = 0.25 

I 0.555 0.569 40.0 0.156 0.632 12.09 8.7 0.720 30.9 
II 0.745 0.765 35.4 0.166 0,671 11.47 13.57 0.700 32.6 

III 1.071 1.043 37.4 ,0.161 0.655 30 31.25 0.686 34.0 
IV 1.505 1.49 1.0.0 0.156 0.632 63.25 64.2 0.676 35.0 

1 
V 2.11 2.11 40.0 0.156 0.632 125.5 126 

VI 2.95 2.99 37.4 0.161 0.653 252 229 
VII 4.275 4.01 37.9 0.160 0.650 500.7 489 

I VIII 5.99 5.16 38.9 0.158 0.641 1020 985 

j 
IX 7.36 6.00 37.25 0.162 0.655 1507 1450 

* _ ~(dy where d is orifice diameter and D is pipe diameter. V -c --1 d D 
PL 
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TABLE II 

PURE WATER FLOW IN SUDDEN OONTRACTION 

°L 
lie x 10.4 2llPO 

Net Pressure Drop 
A 2 Series Al~ = Vl VIDl ~ 

Coei' ., 2PD!PLVl 
PLVl Eq. (1) Re=-

f'ps 
v Mease MeaSe calc. 

(1) (2) 0) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1-1/2-in. to 1-1/4-in. Contraction, A' = 0.695 

I 2.01 2.19 0.715 0.764 0.815 1.214 
II 3.06 3.39 1.062 0.695 0.956 1.070 

III 4.05 2.98 1.28 0.663 1.213 1.075 
IV 7.57 7.35 1.17 0.679 1.118 1.071 
V 9.92 8.51 1.32 0.656 1.256 1.077 

VI 12.80 9.42 1.35 0.651 1.282 1.079 
VII 18.95 13.97 1.36 0.650 1.282 1.080 

1-1/2-in. to l-in. Contraction, AI = 0.444 

I 1.37 1.33 4.89 0.411 4.61 4.11 
II 2.01 1.95 4.80 0.415 ·4.54 4.11 

III 2.84 2.31 5.08 0.405 4.91 4.13 
IV 6.40 5.20 5.50 0.392 5.19 4.17 

V 9.05 6.55 5.49 0.393 5.19 4.17 
VI 12.8 9.6 5.45 0.394 5.13 4.16 

VII 15.7 10.9 5.46 0.394 5.15 4.16 
VIII 17.96 12.5 5.48 0.393 5.19 4.17 

1-1/2-in. to 3/4-in. Contraction, AI = 0.250 

I 2.01 2.17 16.6 0.238 14.52 15.04 
II 2.84 3.06 16.35 0.240 14.31 15.03 

III 4.01 3.62 16.22 0.241 14.30 15.02 
IV 4.96 3.80 18.72 0.225 16.55 15.19 
V 7.01 5.36 18.n 0.229 16.30 15.13 
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TABLE III 

PURE WATER FLOW IN SUDDEN EXPANSION 

Re x 10-4 PRo 
Net Pressure Loss, 

2PLO 
GL Pressure Recovery, ---::2 ---::2 

Series - V. V1D1 PtVl PLV1 A1WL - 1 
Re =-

* ~H~ \I calc. fps meas. meas. calc. 

(1) (2) (3 ) (4) (,) (6) (7) 

1-1/4-in. to 1-1/2-in. Expansion" AI '" 1.44 

I 3.81 4.46 0.191 -0.023 
II ,.37 6.22 0.191 -0.023 

III 7.04 7.96 0.201 0.028, 
IV 10.03 10,67 0.183 0.212 0.033 0.0932 
V 1,.4 16.9 0.190 0.037, 

VI 18.3 20.3 0.192, 0.043 
VII 22., 24.1 0.191, 0,0,3, 

I-in. to 1-1/2-in. Expansion, AI = 2.2, 

I ' 2.48 2.42 0.2,2 ·0.320 
II 3.88 3.,6 0.240 0.314 

III 6.08 ,.11 0.216 0.322 
IV 9.1 7.30 0.226 0.2465 0.322 0.309 

V 11.2 9.51 0.238 0.7 315 
VI 18.3 16.06 0,243 0.310 

VII 24.2 21.2 0.232 0.310 
VIII 28.9 24.7 0.235 0.323 

3/4-in. to 1-l/2-in. Expansion, AI '" 4.0 

I 4.87 3.48 0.175 

) 0.1875 

0.573 

)0.562 
II 8.04 5.40 0.172 0.574 

III 11.4 7.66 0.166 0.591 
IV 16,2 10.9 0.177 0.568 

V 22.9 15.2 0.174 0.576 

~~Measured between pressure taps 6 in. upstream and 10 in. downstream of expansion. 
Latter is the closest position to maximum recovery. Pipe friction has been allowed 
fox in 6-in. upstream pipe leg, but not in the downstream leg. 

**Difference between pressure rise required by Bernoulli equation and pressure rise 
at expansion obtained by extending friction slope from station 1 downstream and from 
station 9 upstream to expansion. 
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APPENDIX A 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

A ~ Area ratio~ A2/Al • 

At - Area ratio, A3/Al , 

A - Area at a given cross section, n = 1, 2, 3, etc. n 

C - Elbow meter coefficient. 

Cd - Orifice discharge coefficient. 

D - Pipe diameter. 

d - Orifice or nozzle diameter. 

G ~ Weight rate of flow per uqit time. 

g - Gravitational constant. 

K$ K' - Proportionality constants. 

51 

KG - Gas retardation factor in flow through contraction; KG < 1-

KL - Liquid acceleration factor in flow through contraction,; KL > 1 .• 

PD ~ Net pressure drop. 

PL - Pressure loss. 

PR - Pressure rise or recovery. 

p - Local pressure. 

Q = Volume rate of flow per unit time. 

R~ Gas constant. 

r = Bend radius. 

RL ~ Proportion of flow area occupied by liquid, RG= 1 - RL --pro

portion of area occupied by gas. 

He"" V,P/v" Reynolds number .. 

T - Absolute temperature. 

Uco Velocity of free stream into which mixture is discharged. 

V - G/I-lA Velocity in pipe. 



V$ - Velocity in pipe if liquid were flowing alone. 

W '" pg ... Specific weight. 

X = RL1/RL2 - Parameter • 

. y - Parameter in compressible- flow Q.ischa;rgeequation for orifice. 

Z = Rol /RQ2 - Parameter. 

x, y, Z - Coordinates in tunnel into which mixture is discharged; x a

long stream direotion, y along jet direction (normal to stream), 

and z normal to x and y. 

a '" GalGL - Mass flow ratio. 

~P - Local pressure drop at an orifice or contraction. 

Subscripts 

p - Density. 

v - Kinematic viscosity. 

,- Bend loss coefficient. 

G - Gas component of mixture flow. 

L - Liquid component of mixture flow • 

.e - Liquid component of mixture flow if gas were not present. 

o - Single-phase liquid flow. 

1, 2, 3 - Sections along pipe. 

t - Section at throat of orifice. 

N - Section at throat of nozzle. 
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APPENDIX B 

DISCHARGE OF AIR""WATER MIXTURES FROM MANIFOLDS INTO A MOVING STREAM 

Ao Description of the Experiments 

As a. part of the overall program on conveyance of air~water mix= 

tUt"6S,9 it was desirable to study the disoharge of mixtures by manifold into 

a mov.ing stream. This study was entirely experimentaL The work was con .... 

du~tedin the same ,{Jater tunnel as earlier experimental work on the discharge 

of jets into a moving stream [8]. The tunnel had an l8 in~ high by 12 in~ 

wi.de cross se ction with a. maximum available stream vela oi ty of 14 f'ps. The 

tunnel is fully described in Reference [8]. 

The air-wat,er mixture was produced in the same equipment, as the 

previous experiments described in thisl"eport. However,ll the aspirator was 

installedin a position near the water tunnel. The mixture was conduoted from 

the aspirator in a 2-1/2=in. pipe to the' center of a transparent plastic head= 

er. The header was horizontal and of l-in. internal diameter. Individual 

oI"ifices or nozzles in the side of the tunnel eould be connected to the header 

by transparent plastic tubing. A second type of header was also available $ 

this was vertical and fitted to the side of the tunnel wall with integral 

orifices 0 However,\l early spring breakup of the ri vel'.s> whi ch provides the tu:n= 

nel water~ precluded useful tests on this arrangement. 

In the tests actually conducted$) four nozzles were installed in a 

verti©al line in the side wall, (18=ino height) a't;, 4-1/2=in. spacing,\> centered 

in the verti~al directiono The nozzl~s used were ofl/2-in. and 1/4--ino diam= .', . 'w - _. 

etaro Time before the river breakup did not permi t going to smaller orifices 

whi©h 'were also availabl.e 0 Each nozzle, was .ted from flexible tubing whicll 

©orulected to the header through 1/2=i:tl o diameter holes in the. header 0 The 

holes were pla©ed symmetrioolly along the header.\! two to each side of the en.., 

tran©e line from the aspiratoro 

All of the experiments were conducted wi th bubbly mixtUres flowing 

into the nozzles at various rates with se'wral water velocities in the tun .. 

neL Measured data included water flow rate at.Ld air flow rate to the aspi:r= 

ator~ tunnel velocity and static pressurs.\!and top and front view photographs 

of the jetso The top photographs made it possible to measure the jet pene= 

tration coordinates while the front photographs made it possible to analyse 
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jet spreading. The respective coordinates are designated x in 'bhe direction 

of tunnel now, y in the direotion of .;}e.t penetration, and z in the diree .. 

tion of jet spreading. The mixture flowJler jet was obtained by dividing the 

"'total now rateby four, thenumber of jets. Xheairwas nGt actually uniform

ly distributed among the jets, as will be dis CUB sed in" Part C, following, but 

for each test it was made uniform as closely as possible by manipulating the 

header and intakes for that test. 

13, Jet Spreading and Penetration 

In the stu.ay of, Reference [8] ,on single fluid jets impinging ill a 

moving ,stream, the following formula for jet sp,reading was deri ved1 

where z "'1/2 the jet width at a distance x downstream, 

d • diameter of nozzle, 

Vj "" jet velocity, and 

Uco = stream velocity. 

(:13-1) 

To modify this equation for manifolded air-water mixture jets, it 

was first necessary to evaluate the JIlutualinterfering effect of manifolded 

jets" This was dooe by blocking off three of 'the nozzles and photographing 

the jet from Olle nozzle only. This s~sJ:.e jet was then compared wi t.h those 

emitted from all four nozzles with four times the flow rate. Withill the lim

it~ of aeeuracr.yof this procedure, the neigbborimg jets had negligible effect 

on.,~, lateral spreading for a nozzle spa e1ng , of 9· diameters or more, the 

spacings in these experiments. 

An empirical analysis of the pn.otl?,graphs provided the follOwing re

lationShip: 

z/d ," (QL ')0.65' ° 39 ----- "".e·~6 (x/d) • 

( WL)O. 7 ~Uro 
1+Q;m- -

" illiG 

(B-2) 

where WG , ia the specific weightof the gas phase baaed on the stream statie 

pressure in. lbs per cubic ft, 

~ is liquid phase flow rate in efs, 
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AN is the nozzle area in sq ftJ 

and the other symbols are the same as previously defined. 

Data are compared with Eq. (B-2) in Figo 13. 

For no air flow,ll llq. (B-2) transforms to Eqo (B-1). The use of the 

term jet velooity ha.s been avoided in Eq. (B-2) because the two phases may 

well be moving at different velocities through an orifice or nozzle. 

In the earlier studies on single jets [8] a brief study of penetra

tion from a single air=water mixture jet was als~ included. The earlier data 

were reasonably well correlated in Figo 5b of Reference [8J by introducing a 

ficticious nozzle diameter defined as 
,.. '-

A L 
'" d/ 1 + a-

WG 
(B-3) 

where W~t.'" is agaip. measured at tunnel pressure. ' In"ih~s figttrey/d was 

plo'ttedas 'ordi~~te'versus [(QL of, QG)/A UCO) (X/d)1/2 "~s abscissa.' Al~o~g~ 
only a few points were obtained~it appears that the multiple jets with spa.c~ 

ings of 9 or more diameters are reasonably well correlated by the same graph 

as tne single air-water mixture jets in Referenoe tB]. 

Actually» there are two distinct zones in a jet leaving a nozzle. 

In tpe first» whioh immediately follows the nozzle.ll the jet rapidly flattens.ll 

decelerates$ and bends into the direction of the stream. The second is the 

zone of turbulent diffusiono The discussion on lateral spreading and pene- . 

tration applies to the first zone only. 

c. The Manifold Problem 

During the course of this study 9 it became apparent that one of the 

most important design problems is to insure equal air distribution to the ori

fices. Time did not permit a detailed study but the problem itself will be 

briefly discussed. 

It was notedin the transparent header that most of the air appeared 

to' pass through the takeoff points closest to the incoming flow at high flow 

rates of air and water. The takeoffs were originally oriented upwards and it 

was believed, at first~ the maldistribution of air was attributable to the 

buoyanqy of the air. However.ll rotating the header so that the takeoffs were 



at the bottom did not help. It was there£ore concluded that phase separation 

resulted from the tremendous difference in specifio gravities together with 

the pressure field. created by flow curvature at the takeoffs. For lower rates 

of flowit is believed that buoyant effec~s becoj1le dominant; with the takeoffs 

pointing downwards, it was noted that allot' the air was taken thrQugh the 

1iakeoft's most remote from the incoming flow to the header at very low flow 

rates .. 

A recent Japanese study [9] on porizofltal divided.flow at j'Ullotioms 

~lored. the takeoff problem in more-detail .. In that study it was also found 

thlt for certain flew condi tiona all of 1ihe ...al.l' was diverted through a side 

outlet while for other oonditions all of.theair could be. made to bypass the 

side outlet.. The Japanese study also included measurements of energy-loBs at 

the junction .. 

There'is a definite need for additional manifold studies with flow

ing air-water mixtures .. 

; 
.' 
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